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the moon is earth s only natural satellite it orbits at an average distance of 384 400 km 238 900 mi about 30 times the diameter of earth
over time earth s gravity has caused tidal locking causing the same side of the moon to always face earth because of this the lunar day and
the lunar month are the same length at 29 5 earth days the moon is earth s only natural satellite it goes around the earth at a distance of
about 239 000 miles 385 000 kilometers the earth and moon are tidally locked their rotations are so in sync we only see one side of the
moon humans didn t see the lunar far side until a soviet spacecraft flew past in 1959 moon earth s sole natural satellite and nearest large
celestial body known since prehistoric times it is the brightest object in the sky after the sun it is designated by the symbol its name in english
like that of earth is of germanic and old english derivation the brightest and largest object in our night sky the moon makes earth a more
livable planet by moderating our home planet s wobble on its axis leading to a relatively stable climate it also causes tides creating a
rhythm that has guided humans for thousands of years earth s moon is the brightest and largest object in our night sky the moon makes earth
a more livable planet by moderating our home planet s wobble on its axis leading to a relatively stable climate it also causes tides creating
a rhythm that has guided humans for thousands of years the moon is earth s only permanent natural satellite and it s the fifth largest
satellite in our solar system the moon s diameter is approximately 2 160 miles 3 475 kilometers or about quick facts earth has just one
moon a rocky cratered place roughly a quarter the size of earth and an average of 238 855 miles away the moon can be seen with the naked
eye most nights as it traces its 27 day orbit around our planet credit nasa jpl caltech it travels around our planet once every 27 322
days in an elliptical orbit an elongated circle the moon is tidally locked with earth which means that it spins on its axis exactly once each
time it orbits our planet because of this people on earth only ever see one side of the moon we call this motion synchronous rotation the
moon is earth s only permanent natural satellite and the only world besides earth ever walked on by humans by studying the moon scientists
can learn about earth s past and better understand worlds throughout the galaxy what is the moon made of and how did it form learn
about the moon s violent origins how its phases shaped the earliest calendars and how humans first explored earth s only natural june 15
2019 10 min read every month earth s moon goes through its phases waning and waxing in its constant transformation from new moon to
full moon and back again 2 50 this lunar jul 28 2021 article looking for some quick facts to impress others when you re out enjoying a
moonlit night well here are five things to know about the moon that you can share with others when you re gazing up at our natural
satellite caption the earth moon distance to scale nasa jpl caltech 1 how far away is the moon science reference a brief history of moon
exploration in the 1950s the cold war sparked a race to visit earth s moon with flybys robots and crewed missions here s what we
discovered and published december 2 2022 historical date november 23 2020 an enduring myth about the moon is that it doesn t rotate while
it s true that the moon keeps the same face to us this only happens because the moon rotates at the same rate as its orbital motion a special
case of tidal locking called synchronous rotation the short answer we have a slightly different view of the moon each night we describe
how the moon looks with the eight moon phases or shapes new waxing crescent first quarter waxing gibbous full waning gibbous third
quarter waning crescent mean values at opposition from earth distance from earth equator km 378 000 apparent diameter seconds of arc
1896 apparent visual magnitude 12 74 these represent mean apogee and perigee for the lunar orbit and were used for calculating the maximum
and minimum velocities full moon may 23 9 53 am flower moon third quarter may 30 1 12 pm new moon june 6 8 37 am first quarter june 14 1
18 am moon phases for roanoke rapids north carolina usa in 2024 showing moon phases for the apollo 8 astronauts were the first humans
to see the far side in person when they orbited the moon in 1968 all crewed and uncrewed soft landings had taken place on the near side of the
moon until january 3 2019 when the chang e 4 spacecraft made the first landing on the far side 5 6 the chang e 6 sample return mission
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launched on 3 the moon will be full at 9 53 a m edt on thursday may 23 it will be below the horizon at this time therefore take a look on
wednesday and thursday nights to get the best view of the full this major lunar standstill is due to happen in january 2025 but from now
until mid 2025 the moon may appear to a casual observer to be unusually low and high in the night sky during the lunar



moon wikipedia Apr 25 2024

the moon is earth s only natural satellite it orbits at an average distance of 384 400 km 238 900 mi about 30 times the diameter of earth
over time earth s gravity has caused tidal locking causing the same side of the moon to always face earth because of this the lunar day and
the lunar month are the same length at 29 5 earth days

moon facts nasa science Mar 24 2024

the moon is earth s only natural satellite it goes around the earth at a distance of about 239 000 miles 385 000 kilometers the earth and
moon are tidally locked their rotations are so in sync we only see one side of the moon humans didn t see the lunar far side until a soviet
spacecraft flew past in 1959

moon features phases surface exploration facts Feb 23 2024

moon earth s sole natural satellite and nearest large celestial body known since prehistoric times it is the brightest object in the sky after
the sun it is designated by the symbol its name in english like that of earth is of germanic and old english derivation

in depth earth s moon nasa solar system exploration Jan 22 2024

the brightest and largest object in our night sky the moon makes earth a more livable planet by moderating our home planet s wobble on its
axis leading to a relatively stable climate it also causes tides creating a rhythm that has guided humans for thousands of years

moon nasa science Dec 21 2023

earth s moon is the brightest and largest object in our night sky the moon makes earth a more livable planet by moderating our home planet s
wobble on its axis leading to a relatively stable climate it also causes tides creating a rhythm that has guided humans for thousands of
years

everything you need to know about the moon astronomy com Nov 20 2023

the moon is earth s only permanent natural satellite and it s the fifth largest satellite in our solar system the moon s diameter is
approximately 2 160 miles 3 475 kilometers or about



all about the moon nasa space place nasa science for kids Oct 19 2023

quick facts earth has just one moon a rocky cratered place roughly a quarter the size of earth and an average of 238 855 miles away the
moon can be seen with the naked eye most nights as it traces its 27 day orbit around our planet credit nasa jpl caltech

overview phases eclipses supermoons moon nasa science Sep 18 2023

it travels around our planet once every 27 322 days in an elliptical orbit an elongated circle the moon is tidally locked with earth which
means that it spins on its axis exactly once each time it orbits our planet because of this people on earth only ever see one side of the moon
we call this motion synchronous rotation

the moon gateway for science and exploration the planetary Aug 17 2023

the moon is earth s only permanent natural satellite and the only world besides earth ever walked on by humans by studying the moon
scientists can learn about earth s past and better understand worlds throughout the galaxy

earth s moon facts and information national geographic Jul 16 2023

what is the moon made of and how did it form learn about the moon s violent origins how its phases shaped the earliest calendars and how
humans first explored earth s only natural

phases of the moon facts and information national geographic Jun 15 2023

june 15 2019 10 min read every month earth s moon goes through its phases waning and waxing in its constant transformation from new
moon to full moon and back again 2 50 this lunar

five things to know about the moon nasa science May 14 2023

jul 28 2021 article looking for some quick facts to impress others when you re out enjoying a moonlit night well here are five things to
know about the moon that you can share with others when you re gazing up at our natural satellite caption the earth moon distance to
scale nasa jpl caltech 1 how far away is the moon



moon exploration facts and information national geographic Apr 13 2023

science reference a brief history of moon exploration in the 1950s the cold war sparked a race to visit earth s moon with flybys robots and
crewed missions here s what we discovered and

the moon s orbit and rotation moon nasa science Mar 12 2023

published december 2 2022 historical date november 23 2020 an enduring myth about the moon is that it doesn t rotate while it s true that
the moon keeps the same face to us this only happens because the moon rotates at the same rate as its orbital motion a special case of tidal
locking called synchronous rotation

what are the moon s phases nasa space place Feb 11 2023

the short answer we have a slightly different view of the moon each night we describe how the moon looks with the eight moon phases or
shapes new waxing crescent first quarter waxing gibbous full waning gibbous third quarter waning crescent

moon fact sheet nssdca Jan 10 2023

mean values at opposition from earth distance from earth equator km 378 000 apparent diameter seconds of arc 1896 apparent visual
magnitude 12 74 these represent mean apogee and perigee for the lunar orbit and were used for calculating the maximum and minimum velocities

moon phases 2024 lunar calendar timeanddate com Dec 09 2022

full moon may 23 9 53 am flower moon third quarter may 30 1 12 pm new moon june 6 8 37 am first quarter june 14 1 18 am moon phases
for roanoke rapids north carolina usa in 2024 showing moon phases for

far side of the moon wikipedia Nov 08 2022

the apollo 8 astronauts were the first humans to see the far side in person when they orbited the moon in 1968 all crewed and uncrewed soft
landings had taken place on the near side of the moon until january 3 2019 when the chang e 4 spacecraft made the first landing on the far
side 5 6 the chang e 6 sample return mission launched on 3



flower moon see may 2024 full moon wednesday thursday Oct 07 2022

the moon will be full at 9 53 a m edt on thursday may 23 it will be below the horizon at this time therefore take a look on wednesday and
thursday nights to get the best view of the full

rare lunar event may reveal stonehenge s link with the moon Sep 06 2022

this major lunar standstill is due to happen in january 2025 but from now until mid 2025 the moon may appear to a casual observer to be
unusually low and high in the night sky during the lunar
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